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December 17, 2017: A funeral procession for the firefighter who died
battling the Thomas Fire traveled from Ventura to San Diego Sunday.
The procession for Cory Iverson, a 32-year-old Cal Fire engineer from
Escondido, began Sunday morning and passed through the 101 Freeway
across Ventura, Los Angeles and Orange counties. It continued on
Interstate 15 before reaching El Camino Memorial Park in San Diego
Sunday afternoon.
Iverson died Thursday of thermal injuries and smoke inhalation, according
to the Ventura County Medical Examiner's Office. He was engaged in fire
suppression efforts on the eastern flank of the Thomas Fire, which on
Sunday has burned more than 270,000 acres — roughly 422 square miles
— in Ventura and Santa Barbara counties.
A GoFundMe page for the family, started by a friend and coworker of
Ashley Iverson, has raised nearly $400,000 as of Sunday evening.

Message from the Chief
By many standards, 2017 has been the worst California fire season on
record. And it’s not over yet. Since June 22, our Murrieta crews have
responded on 11 significant mobilizations, including:
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IN THE QUEUE
 Dr. McCoy ride along – St #5
Dec 29
 Mighty Oaks Foundation–Training Jan 10
 Red Cross Blood Drive
Jan 12

Accounting for just these fires, nearly 491,000 acres have burned,
countless structures destroyed, and over 40 people have lost their lives.
(Continued on page 4)
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What Is a Tribe?

Executive Book Summary

Leveraging Natural Groups to Build a
Thriving Organization
Every organization is really a set of small towns. If you’re
from a small town, think of the people there. If you’re not,
think of, as Don Henley sings, “that same small town in
each of us.”
The people are different in every town and the roles are
never exactly the same. But there are more similarities
than differences and the metaphor itself always holds,
from companies in Nebraska to ones in New York or Kuala
Lumpur.
We call these small towns tribes and they form so naturally
it’s as though our tribe is part of our genetic code. Tribes
helped humans survive the last ice age, build farming
communities and, later, cities. Birds flock, fish school,
people “tribe.”

A tribe is a group between 20 and 150 people. Here’s the test
for whether someone is in one of your tribes: If you saw her
walking down the street, you’d stop and say “hello.” The
members of your tribe are probably programmed into your cell
phone and in your e-mail address book.
Some of the corporate tribes we’ve seen include the highpotential managers of one of the world’s largest financial
services companies; the doctors, nurses and administrators of
one of America’s most respected health care institutions; the
research and development division of a mammoth high-tech
firm; and the operational executives of a major drug company.
Tribes in companies get work done — sometimes a lot of work
— but they don’t form because of work. Tribes are the basic
building block of any large human effort, including earning a
living. As such, their influence is greater than that of teams,
entire companies and even superstar CEOs. They determine
how much work gets done, and of what quality.
Some tribes demand excellence from everyone and are
constantly evolving.
(Summary included with email –
book review link HERE)

EMS Coordinator
Jennifer Antonucci

Lippincott Nursing Center
As the influenza season begins to subside, we can take a
step back and reflect on best practices. Isolation guidelines
in the health care setting continue to come up year after
year as an area that brings some confusion to the clinical
realm. According to the CDC, on average, 200,000 persons
are hospitalized with influenza-related illnesses on an
annual basis. It is imperative, therefore, that we take proper
precautions to prevent the spread in the health care setting.
Influenza is transmitted from person to person through
large particle respiratory droplets which can travel up to 6
feet. Transmission may also occur via contact of infectious
particles to mucosal surfaces, such as when someone
coughs or sneezes in close contact or on a surface. Thus,
patients with confirmed or suspected influenza must, in
addition to standard precautions, adhere to droplet
precautions. According to the CDC, patients with confirmed
or suspected influenza should adhere to droplet precautions
for seven days after illness onset or until 24 hours after the
resolution of fever and respiratory symptoms in the health
care setting.
MORE
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Sothern California Geographic Coordination Center

Significant Fire Potential

Predictive Services Wesite HERE

Noah “The Mechanic” Praytor

INSPECTION SUMMARY
27
FIRE-Sprinkler Final
31
Business Inspections
15
Business Re-Inspections
2
Citizen Complaint Inspections
3
Job Site Visits
1
Business Consultation
6
Knox Box Key Install
0
Investigation
Total 85
New Submittals
Fire Sprinklers
2
Fire Alarms
2
Total
4
Resubmittals
Fire Sprinklers
0
Fire Alarms
0
Underground Water
0
Building
0
Total
0
Plan Check Review
Approved
6
Corrections
6
Total 12
Fees Collected
$3,762

Battalion Chief Steve Kean

T1: In service

Station 1: Plymovent air compressor

T2: In service
E2: OOS – radiator hose
E3: In service

Station 2: Relocating PT equipment
Station 3: Generator transfer switch repair

E4: In service

Station 4: Sink drains

E5: In service
E21: In service
B2: In service

Station 5: Cell tower construction; upgrade
the FiOS

B3: In service
B5: In service
OES: In service
R5: In service
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More Thank You Notes

Considering each responder independently, Murrieta
firefighters have thus far logged nearly 29,000 hours
on mutual aid requests this year. That’s 29,000 hours
away from their families, friends, and our department
to support a system that ultimately, responded in
force on the Liberty Fire to protect our community
when it needed it the most.
EVALUATING RISK
There is no crystal ball upon which we gaze to
determine when it’s appropriate to send units out of
town, versus keeping them close to protect our own
neighborhoods. A reasonable argument could be
made on either side of the equation. Staffing, budget,
“the greater good,” and even career development are
all factors to be considered. But, perhaps the most
important consideration–one not often talked about–
is that of personal risk.
Photos of CalFire Engineer, Cory Iverson and his
beautiful family have dotted the pages of the news
over that past two weeks. Cory paid the ultimate
sacrifice in support of a community may have never
visited before.
On December 17, 2017, Murrieta firefighters and
police offers joined other sworn members and our
community as Cory’s procession made the 200 mile
trip from Ventura to his home near San Diego. As we
stood on that overpass, atop our apparatus saluting
Corey, I could not help but appreciate the thousands
of men and women that continue to draw that line,
placing themselves between the fire and the people
and things that mean so much to our families.
Out of self-preservation, most first responders have
learned to pack their emotions in a small box located
somewhere in a corner of their heart, and replace it
with a sense of pride and professionalism that few
others can fully understand. That said, when one of
our own goes down…for a short while, our people
unpack that box and visit its contents; before putting
it away again, and getting back to work. Such was the
case last Sunday.
As a Fire Chief I generally sleep through the night;
don’t go on too many medical or Fire calls, and rarely
respond out of town. Thus, I can only relate through
memories and stories told by those that do. But,
given the risk they except and the passion they
express, I am as proud of our people as I am my own
kids.
Please keep them in your thoughts and prayers until
they are back home safe with their loved ones.

Captain Eric Ackerman

Why not using SCBA will kill firefighters
FireRescue 1 Mar 24, 2014 • By Mark van der Feyst

One of the greatest innovations in the fire service is the selfcontained breathing apparatus. It has allowed firefighters to
be more effective while providing a high level of respiratory
protection.
We are able to gain deeper access into burning structures to
perform rescue functions, locate and suppress the fire and
prevent further property damage. It has become a basic piece
of our equipment.
Out of everything that we wear, the SCBA provides the
highest level of protection. The human body has many
systems that work together to keep us functioning and living.
The respiratory system is both the biggest system and the
easiest to compromise. One quick breath can make the
difference between life and death. What we inhale affects the
whole body.
We cannot always see the contaminants that are present
within the environment that will harm us. This is why we must
always wear of SCBA whenever we are in any kind of
immediately dangerous to life and health environment.
No excuses
Yet we still have firefighters responding to different types of
calls where an IDLH environment is present who not wearing
their SCBA. It is not because of a lack of availability of SCBAs.
It is not because of SCBA performance being substandard as
far as operation; nor is it because of cost to use it.
Every fire department within the North American continent
has access to an adequate amount of SCBAs. There was a time
when this wasn't the case — they were either absent or in
short supply. But through with health and safety legislation,
they have become a common fixture on apparatus. LINK
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MFR Engineer’s
Exam 

 Engineer’s Exam

◄ Station 5
B-Shift
helped this
poor pup
unlock his
teeth from
his kennel…
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Jenny Crane

◄ Cory Iverson is
survived by his wife,
Ashley, and their twoyear-old daughter. His
wife is pregnant with a
second child, expected
in May.
Procession route. ►
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